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ABSTRACT 

 

This research holds to implement Malay Archipelago local identity elements into Malaysia’s 2D 

animation. Experimentation has been conducted emphasized on the character design, background 

props and storytelling. The integration of creative local contents has been given strictly intention 

in 2D animation pre-production, production and post-production phase of Hang Nadim’s 

folktales.    

 

ABSTRAK 

Kajian ini dijalankan  bagi menerapkan unsur-unsur Melayu Nusantara ke dalam animasi-2D di 

Malaysia, Eksperimentasi telah diadakan dan mengutamakan rekabentuk karekter, kelengkapan 

latar belakang dan jalan penceritaan. Integrasi dalam kandungan tempatan telah diberikan 

perhatian yang teliti dalam produksi awal, produksi dan produksi akhir animasi-2D tentang cerita 

hikayat Hang Nadim. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The Story of Hang Nadim in 2D animation is the subject of this research. Hang Nadim is 

a children character in Malay folktales. This story originated from Singapore which once called 

Temasek and it was happen when Seri Paduka Maharaja rules Temasek. The idea on doing this 

research was come from the book called Sulalatus Salatin or Malay History. There lies a story 

“Temasek dilanggar Todak” which includes the main character Hang Nadim himself. 

Furthermore, in Malaysia this story never being produce in animation form for commercial 

before this research being held.    

In this research the researcher also giving attention on the development of illustration 

style for The Story of Hang Nadim animation project. The researcher wants to produce 

animation image design that set with purpose to illustrate Malay folks and Malay culture. This 

technique mostly applied in western and Chinese animation film like appeared in animation 

‘Secret of Kells’ and ‘The Adventure of Prince Achmed’ but not in Southeast Asia especially in 

Malaysia. In Malaysia animation production intend to copy foreign elements, especially Anime 

(Japanese Animation) in terms of character and animation design. 
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1.1 Background 

Hang Nadim is a synonym icon with Malay culture. However the memory of it begins to 

extinct from the heart of Malay people. Culture should be the path to remember and preserve the 

origin of the people. Through media it is possible to continually handing this content into the 

culture. Animation is one good example to achieve the goal. According to Mohd Amir Mat Omar 

in his paper, Understanding Culture Through Animation: From The World To Malaysia, as a 

mature international industry and a rapidly growing local one, animation films have taken a role 

in introducing cultural characteristics of various nations and backgrounds. So from that, this 

paper is attempt to investigate the ideal way in recreating The Story of Hang Nadim and  

“Temasek Dilanggar Todak” into interesting  2D short animation. However the greatest 

challenge of all is to produce an animation with Malay identities, appeal and cultural feeling. 

   

1.2 Problem Statement 

Making somewhat unique and individual artistic form of identity is something crucial for 

the artist in producing a masterpiece. In animation industry this is also a problem. To be a 

successful creator of an animation the animator should come up with originality in concept and 

style that suit the subject. “To avoid from copying “Disney-style” or “Anime –style” animation 

one should go back to the culture root of the story and his/her background. The big advantage of 

this approach lies in its implied genuine and authentic foundation for artistic development. 

Ideally these inspirations will evolve combination with artist’s own personality into a visual 

style that reflects both his/her cultural background and expresses a personal vision in a unique 

and innovative way”. (Rall, 2011)  
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1.3 Research Question 

How to create an interesting short animation of Hang Nadim “ Temasek Dilanggar 

Todak” in 2D?  

 

1.4 Research Scope 

Within this research the researcher challenging herself to produce illustrations of 

characters and environments that suit local identities and appeal which to show the origin of 

Hang Nadim “Temasek Dilanggar Todak” as Malay folktales.  

 

1.5 Research Objectives 

a) To research about Hang Nadim and Malay Archipelago elements.  

b) To analyze the storyline, character and visual studies from the story. 

c) To produce the visual development and 2D animation based on the story.  

d) To validate the perception from the target audience. 

 

1.6 Hypothesis  

a) Interesting and captivating illustration of characters and environments with local scent of 

identity appearance in an animation production may attract audience interest.  
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1.7 Research Significance 

This research held on purpose that to preserve while giving new air to the Malay folklore 

The Story of Hang Nadim. It is also to identify the illustration method that can represent 

Southeast Asia generally and Malaysia specifically. This research also can fill up the educational 

space in depth for Malaysian animation society about illustration and design style which 

resemble Malay culture background. 

 

1.8 Project Scope and Limitation 

 For this research the researcher take a look deeper the way to create an interesting 

characters and environments with local appeal of design for The Story of Hang Nadim 

animation project. However to achieve that and interpret it into real world is neither quite 

challenging. The researcher basic fundamental of animation generally come from Disney and 

personally really attracted towards Ghibli’s products. Both animation studio given influences 

into the researcher style of illustration.  
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 In this section of literature review, topic related with the Malay Archipelago elements, 

Animation and the story of Hang Nadim will be covered and discuss. Topic mention will be 

served as justification of why Hang Nadim, the young children have been selected to be thes 

main character for this 2D animation production. 

Based on Abidin and Razak (2003), folklore has categorized into seven types which are 

Folklore of ‘Penglipulara’ holds the stories that are exposed in verbal form, which covers moral, 

beast and comical stories; the uniqueness lies in the way story presented by narrator 

(penglipurara) himself. Folklore of Myths consists of a combination of various folklore beliefs 

with characters developed to represent gods and fairies. Folklore of Moral Values consists of 

stories with a didactic element that deals with moral, lifestyle, social, cultural and religious 

issues. Folklore of Comical is the comical story that invokes humor and laughter for those who 

tell, or listen to the stories. Folklore of Animal is the story with animal as the main protagonist 

that can speak and think like human being. Folklore of Knights consists of the stories that 

implant a sense of patriotism with a prominent and strong characteristics hero. Folklore of 

Adventure and Mystery is story that includes some elements of superstitions. Briefly this paper 

obtained investigate Malay Folklore in general, in the other hand my research have selected the 

story of Hang Nadim as the subject matter to be focus.  From this research the researcher 

assumed that the theme Folklore of ‘Penglipulara’ got compatibility with The Story of Hang 

Nadim animation project in the end of my research. 
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Based on Izuzi Marlia (2006), the researcher acknowledged that her research was also 

held with purpose to expose local identity of appearance towards Malaysian audience. It is also 

to promote and preserve Malaysia Folklore stories for young generation. In this paper she 

reviewed about the development process of her team attempt to challenge issues on local identity 

for local content. She added traditional knowledge and folklore owns by each culture and ethnics 

are various, broad and cultural-rich in nature as in Oxford dictionary defined folklore as ‘a body 

of traditions and knowledge on a subject held by a particular group’. Even though, Izuzi’s and 

the researcher research got similarity in content but still got differences in focus. If Izuzi’s 

research is about local identity for Malaysian Folklore, in otherwise this research is discussing 

about local identity for Malay Folklore. However both research hold attention on local identity of 

illustration appearance development.    

 

Wang and Liu (2010) ,writes about their analysis on the three aspects of the technique of 

expression of image design in animation, artistic style of its image design and local 

characteristics of its image design, and analyzes such figures of speeches as transformation, 

exaggeration, combination and personification. Wang and Liu added numerous animation artists 

of all nations put their hands to local traditional artistic forms and absorb quintessence of 

indigenous culture and particular artistic manifestation means to create animation artistic styles 

of their own and to continuously enrich their animation artistic styles and forms. This state that 

Wang and Liu research is in the same path with the researcher research to develop illustration 

design for animation production that preserving local identity and appearance.          
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Tom Preston (2011) in his journal reveals the differences on way animation techniques 

applied by Disney and Ghibli. In the west animators trust that draw 12 frames per second may 

result better. Even in ‘Who Framed Roger Rabbit’ they need to draw 24 frames per second to get 

smoother movement. ‘In most Disney movies the animation is done at 12 frames per second, 

which means that for every 2 frames of film, there is a change in the artwork. The exceptions to 

this rule are when you need a character to move fast, or when the camera is moving. The camera 

always moves at 24 fps, resulting in nice smooth pans. If a character is running or moving fast, 

the animation is often done at the same speed, resulting in nice smooth movements’ (Preston, 

2011). In otherwise, Ghibli lead of Anime world practice quite different method such as in 

certain action Ghibli films can also run as slow as 3 fps. Frequently the pose will hold while the 

mouth flapping and the eyes blinking. This procedure used to decrease cost in terms of money, 

energy and time which make the production cheaper. Even the main focus what written in this 

journal are totally different with the researcher research main focus it still giving her thoughts on 

how she is going to realize her research as animation end product using both studio animation 

techniques practice. 

 

In Tradigital Mythmaking by Hannes Rall (2011), Rall have wrote in the region of 

Southeast Asia itself, the adaptation of such source material as an inspiration for animation is 

still in its infancy, and has yet to achieve convincing results. Academic explorations of the 

subject matter are extremely rare while numerous Asian mythologies have served as inspiration 

for Western filmmakers and writers. In 1927, Lotte Reiniger created the world’s first animated 

feature film with The Adventures of Prince Achmed (ASIFA, 2007), which was based on the 

Arabic Tales of 1001 Nights, in a style heavily influenced by oriental art (ASIFA, 2007). In 
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addition, a collection of Malaysian legends inspired Rudyard Kipling to write his Jungle Book 

(Muthalib, 2009). In his research Rall have prove that animation with adaptation from the source 

of the story itself was more succeed than the otherwise. Rall’s paper Tradigital Mythmaking got 

similarity with the researcher research where it consist to develop the animation design while 

using local source of image with local identity and appeal which suit the story itself. This 

research which preserving the originality and local identity for local content such as Hang Nadim 

in animation is like a continuity of Rall’s.    

 

Character personality is one of the elements in characteristic development for an 

animation character.  So it is important for pre-production designer to look at the details and 

comes up with something which can be completing the character such as props and costumes like 

Christopher Hart (1997) in his book have said “There’s no question that props and costumes help 

to define a character’s personality”. He also said that “Films that are set in a past time in history 

are known as “period pieces. You can quickly recognize them”. From all this phrases the 

researcher understand that it is not enough with the use of narration and voice over to show 

which period the story come from but it is must be combine with the visual as  the strongest 

element in the storytelling for animation. So in this study the researcher need to identify the way 

people dressing, the scenery, the setting, tools and every element that compliment the story.      

 

Color is an element that plays big role in art. It can attract people attention, giving 

atmosphere, influencing mood and being status symbol for some traits like Asian. Denise Turner 

(n.d) in her journal wrote the meanings of some colors cross the boundaries of culture and 

language, representing a shared bank of memories that go back to our distant ancestors, while 
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others are specific to cultures, locations and time. And throughout history our response to art, 

clothing, nature and the built environment is in large part related to the symbolic associations we 

have with color. Colors are the magical threads that weave throughout every culture. Color 

experts, historians and anthropologists generally agree on color’s broad meaning, but there are 

still disagreements about specific meanings. This is primarily due to the fact that every color has 

both positive and negative connotations. Turner also stated in this journal that for most of Asia 

country like Malaysia and China, Yellow is a color that symbolize royalty and associated with 

religion. From this research the researcher made a decision which to create a costume for King 

Sri Maharaja Character in Yellow so it can state his status and differentiate from his subject.   
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CHAPTER 3 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

In research, there are many kinds of method to collect data and information. Different 

types of research use different ways. Basically, the research can be categorized as primary and 

secondary research; the ways used to collect data are quantitative and qualitative method. For 

this research, both of the methods have been used.  

Below is the diagram of research methodology. 

 

Figure 3.1: Research Methodology diagram 

Reaserch Methodology 

Primary Research 

Qualitative and Quantitative 

Visual Research 

- Animation video 

-Illustration book 

- Photography. 

Questionnaire 

- Art background education 

- Animation expertise  

- students 7 to 15 years-old. 

Interview  

-Animator 

-Animation expertise 

Secondary Research 

Qualitative 

Academic Books and Journals 

Internet 
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3.1 Primary Research 

 3.1.1 Visual Research 

   

I)  Previous Animation Observation 

In this study the researcher had watch and observed some movies, short animated film 

and animation series that the researcher also going to learn their style of illustration and 

technique of animation.  

   

II) Illustration Books/Comparative Study  

With this method the researcher will going to compare the compatibility and conformity 

within The Story of Hang Nadim and the illustration that the researcher have created earlier. So 

at the end of this research the researcher should know either it is suit each other or not and 

would achieve higher quality of end product which the researcher desire for.  

  

 III)  Photography 

Through this method the researcher could understand the precise appeal of the 

object/elements (flora and fauna) that will be illustrate for the Hang Nadim animation 

production in design phase.  

 

3.1.2 Questionnaire 

Questionnaires chose to be the method for gathering the primary data of this research. 

150 sheets questionnaires been spread out through internet towards animation industries 
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professionals and people with design studies background. Another 50 sheets distributed to the 

target audience prospect around age 7 to 15 years old. 

 

3.1.3  Interview for opinion 

The researcher uses this method to get exact opinion on how to produce good animation 

by stimulates the techniques using computer software and its compatibility in making of Hang 

Nadim animation. 

 

I) Observation  

Through the researcher observations on previous animations, suggestion by animators, 

opinion of Malaysian audience and animation industry expert, the researcher will producing 

interesting character, characteristic and environment for The Story of Hang Nadim animation 

project.  

3.1 Secondary Research 

3.2.1 Academic Book and Journal review 

The researcher uses book review as the source of scientific information in this research 

because it is giving the perspective of established data for my research subject.   

 

3.2.2 Internet 

Studies using internet has been hold as primary source of information for the research. 

Here the researcher easily can connect to other book, article or journal that not provided in 

CAIS UNIMAS.  
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CHAPTER 4 

DATA ANALYSIS 

 

As to get solid and a fix approaches in collecting data and to categorize the respond to the 

questions given Quantitative technique chose to be used. Trough this method, a specific amount 

or ratio for the responds given have defined by bar and pie charts. A structure methodology like 

research question form, survey and a calculative observation in collecting the data have been 

used for this purposes. 

 

To confront and getting validity of study for Qualitative technique group discussion with 

animation colleague and lecturers also been done for generating idea, previous animation and 

illustration book review also been done. Experiments also had been hold to identify the exact 

techniques and software for this project. 

 

4.1 Questionnaires  

Questionnaires sheets have been distributed at the early stage of this research.  The 

question sheets have been divided into 3 groups of people. 50 sheets distributed among school 

student between 7-15 years old. 50 sheets distributed among Faculty of Applied and Creative 

Arts Universiti Malaysia Sarawak students and another 50 sheets spread among animation 

expertise via internet.   
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Part A- Demography 

 

Graph 4.1: Gender (Question 1) 

 

Based on data collected define 55% of the respondents are female and 45% are male. Majority of 

respondent involved are female. 

 

 

Graph 4.2: Age (Question 2) 

Based on the data collected 36.7 % of respondent are among 26 to 60 years old, 33.3 % are 

among 7 to 15 years old and another 30 % respondent are among 20 to 25 years old. Majority of 

respondent are from 26 to 60 years old and most of them are animation expertise. 

Gender 

Male 

Female 

Age 

7-15 years old 

20-25 years old 

26-60 years old 

45% 55 % 

33.3 % 30 % 

36.7 % 
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Graph 4.3: Occupation (Question 3) 

Based on data collection 33.4 % of respondent are among professional with animation expertise, 

33.3 % are university student in design studies and other 33.3 % are among school student. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Occupation 

School student  

University student- Design 
studies 

Animation expertise -  
educators, designers, animators  

33.3 % 

33.3 % 

33.4 % 
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Part B – Audience Preferences 

 

Graph 4.4: Color (Question 4) 

From the data collected most of respondent chose Multiple color rather than Monochromatic. 

The statement can be defined from chart above which is 68.75 % of respondent chose Multiple 

color and just 31.25 % of them chose Monochromatic. 

 

 

Graph 4.5: Character Design (Question 5) 

From the data collected 50.25 % of respondent prefer Stylize illustration for the character design, 

20 % chose realistic and another 18.75 % chose Chibi. Majority of respondent prefer the Stylize 

illustration. 

Color 

Monochromatic 

Multiple  

Character Design 

Realistic 

Stylize 

Chibi 

68.75 % 

31.25 % 

20 % 18.75 % 

50.25 % 
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Graph 4.6: Vector Illustration Design (Question 6) 

Based on data collected 40 % of respondent prefer Solid line with Fill, 35 % prefer Brush line 

with Fill and another 25 % prefer Brush line without Fill. Most of respondent preferred  Solid 

line with Fill. 

 

Graph 4.7: Animation Techniques (Question 7) 

Based on the data for Animation Techniques most of respondent chose 2D computer generated 

which calculated as 39.5 %. Otherwise 25.5 % select 2D Traditional, 15 % select 3D, 12 % select 

Paper Cutout and other 8 % chose Stop Motion. 

Vector Illustration Design 

Brushline + Fill 

Solidline + Fill 

Brushline 
without Fill 

Animation Techniques 

2D computer 
generated 

3D 

2D Traditional 

Paper Cutout 

Stop Motion 

25.5 % 

39.5 % 

12 % 

15 % 

8 % 

35 % 

40 % 

25 % 
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Part C- Opinions 

 

Graph 4.8: Knowledge about Hang Nadim (Question 8) 

Based on data collected from respondent 56.8 % of them never heard about Hang Nadim and 

other 43.2 % of respondent acknowledge about him 

 

Graph 4.9: Knowledge about Hang Nadim story (Question 9) 

Based on the data collected the pie chart above define the 40.8 % of respondent know about the 

story from children story book, 35.3 % know from educational book, 15 % are from folk-tales 

told by parents and relatives , other 9 % respondent get know from internet source. 

Did you ever heard about 
Hang Nadim ? 

Yes 

No 

If yes, where did you know 
about Hang Nadim story ? 

Educational book 

Folk-tales 

Children story book 

Internet 

43.2 % 56.8 % 

9 % 

15 % 

35.3 % 

40.8 % 
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Graph 4.10: Respondent interest on Hang Nadim story adaptation (Question10) 

 

From the data above identified that 67.8 % of respondent are interested on adaption of Hang 

Nadim story into animation, 30.2 % of respondent respond as neutral and just 2 % are not 

interested. 

 

4.2 Video Analysis 

This method have been hold on purpose to observe the techniques, storytelling and illustration 

style that used in the videos. From this observation the researcher have identify the right way to 

design the animation production for final thesis animation video project. These videos have been 

retrieved from You Tube for educational purposes. 

If this story adapted into animation, would 
you be interested ? 

Yes 

No 

Neutral 

67.8 % 

30.2 % 

2 % 
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Figure 4.1: an animation reel from Jennifer Hager (2007) 

DETAILS Duration: 00:04:44 

Production: - 

GENRE Variety of genre inside this video for it is an animation reel which combined 

a series of animation line test from the creator. 

STYLE/ 

TECHNIQUE 

For this line test the creator/ animator use 2D traditional animation technique 

which using graphite on paper with help of light box and peg bar. A series of 

drawings complied together to produce an animation. 

COLOR 80 % of this animation reel is in Monochromatic color. 

CAMERA 

ANGLE 

The used of CU (Close up), Medium CU, Wide , Long, Establishing, Point of 

View, Crane shots and others made this animation reel attractive.   

SOUND The sound use in this video not really effective like it doesn’t even gave too 

much intention. However the purpose of this video is to show the creator’s 

skill on animation drawing not the sound aspect.  
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Figure 4.2: an animation entitle The Way Up (2008) 

DETAILS Duration: 00:08:37 

Production: Nexus production 

GENRE Gothic film 

What is attracting about this story is when a flower petals being the starter of 

the conflicts in this father and son (Undertaker) works. Everything is 

connected.  

STYLE/ 

TECHNIQUE 

It is 3D animation production. However in this production 2D digital 

painting for BG (background) have been used. 

COLOR As usual in any Gothic film dark and dull color are used. Nevertheless the 

use Red (high intensity and bright) as attraction color among the dark. 

CAMERA 

ANGLE 

This animation also included variety of camera shots to make more 

interesting and given impacts on the storytelling. 

SOUND The BG music and sound effects made the story alive even without VO.   
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Figure 4.3: an animation entitle TAXI by Mark Roberts 

DETAILS Duration: 00:02:30 

Production: - 

GENRE Illumination film 

The title doesn’t really assemble the storyline about conflict within a family. 

However it symbolizing the family was broken apart.  

STYLE/ 

TECHNIQUE 

It is 2D animation production produce in After Effects. The technique that 

been used is Paper Cutout. 

COLOR Pastel colors are used in this film. 

CAMERA 

ANGLE 

This animation applies mostly Close Up angle variation. Some part of the 

scenes appears looks like comic strip and storyboard.  

SOUND The BG music and sound effects made the story alive even without VO.   
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Figure 4.4: an animation entitle ADUMU by Adam Temple (2009) 

DETAILS Duration: 00:03:10 

Production: Sheridan 

GENRE African native film 

This story is about a boy who became the lion hunter.  

STYLE/ 

TECHNIQUE 

It is 2D animation production. Hand drawn painting used to emphasize the 

BG. Traditional 2D animation technique used in this production. The 

foreshortening method made this film more attractive in visual. 

COLOR Warm color dominated this animation to be compatible with its surrounding. 

CAMERA 

ANGLE 

This animation also included variety of camera shots to make more 

interesting and given impacts on the storytelling. It is apply 3D camera work 

within 2D animation 

SOUND The BG music and sound effects made the story alive even without VO.   
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Figure 4.5: an animation entitle CLOUDS by Sam Miller (2008) 

DETAILS Duration: 00:02:18 

Production: University of Hertfordshire 

GENRE Imagination film 

It is about a girl day dreaming fighting with bad clouds with help by good 

clouds.  

STYLE/ 

TECHNIQUE 

It is 2D animation production using Adobe Flash, Photoshop, Premiere and 

After Effects CS3.  This animation also used foreshortening method to give 

more impact due to the force movement. 

COLOR This production use neon color (high saturation). Look at the character’s 

cloth it seems Summer. 

CAMERA 

ANGLE 

This animation also included variety of camera shots to make more 

interesting and given impacts on the storytelling. 

SOUND The BG music and sound effects made the story alive even without VO.   
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Figure 4.6: an animation entitle Chamki 

DETAILS Duration: 00:02:14 

Production: Arena Animation Dilsukhnagar 

GENRE Imagination film 

This story about the dream of a poor girl who wants to be a stewardess.   

STYLE/ 

TECHNIQUE 

It is 2D animation production.  

COLOR It used combination of Pastel and Neon colors. 

CAMERA 

ANGLE 

This animation also included variety of camera shots to make more 

interesting and given impacts on the storytelling. 

SOUND The BG music and sound effects made the story alive. 
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Figure 4.7: an animation entitle RED by Hyunjoo Song (2010) 

DETAILS Duration: 00:02:33 

Production: @ Calarts 

GENRE Myth film 

A story based on Red Riding Hood folk-tales.   

STYLE/ 

TECHNIQUE 

It is 2D animation production. Traditional hand drawn. Un- Clean-up style. 

Giving intention towards quality of line. 

COLOR Using Pastel color in Red Monochromatic. 

CAMERA 

ANGLE 

This animation also included variety of camera shots to make more 

interesting and given impacts on the storytelling. 

SOUND The BG music and sound effects made the story alive even without VO.   
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Figure 4.8: an animation entitle The Backwater Gospel 

DETAILS Duration: 00:09:31 

Production: ANIMATION WORKSHOP 

GENRE Gothic film 

The story about people who lost faith on God and blaming an innocent 

person for their suffering. It is begun with an Undertaker. 

STYLE/ 

TECHNIQUE 

It is 3D animation production. However the 2D rendering method used in the 

final state of post-production. 

COLOR As usual in any Gothic film dark and dull color are used.  

CAMERA 

ANGLE 

This animation also included variety of camera shots to make more 

interesting and given impacts on the storytelling. 

SOUND The BG music and sound effects made the story alive and realistic. 
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Figure 4.9: an animation entitle Heliotherapy by Haruomi Hosono 

DETAILS Duration: 00:04:05 

Production: - 

GENRE Illumination film 

This animation strongest element is the background music. It is giving the 

mood through whole film. The story is about an old man searching back the 

lost memory before the flood and his wife death.  

STYLE/ 

TECHNIQUE 

It is 2D animation production. Hand drawn. Apply paper texture due to the 

illustration wise.  

COLOR Used pastel color in warm variation. 

CAMERA 

ANGLE 

This animation also included variety of camera shots to make more 

interesting and given impacts on the storytelling. 

SOUND The BG music and sound effects made the story alive even without VO.   
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Figure 4.10: an animation entitle Fallen Art: Sztuka Spadania by Tomek Baginski 

DETAILS Duration: 00:08:55 

Production: Seagate and Adaptec 

GENRE Gothic film 

The art source comes from killed soldier who fall to death from high place 

onto the marked spot.   

STYLE/ 

TECHNIQUE 

It is 3D animation production. The mapping method for textures made the 

visual more realistic even the proportion has been stylized. 

COLOR As usual in any Gothic film dark and dull color are used.  

CAMERA 

ANGLE 

This animation also included variety of camera shots to make more 

interesting and given impacts on the storytelling. 

SOUND The BG music and sound effects made the story alive even without VO (just 

mumbling sound).   
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Figure 4.11: a part of black and white film entitle Hang Nadim 

DETAILS Duration: 00:06:22 

Production: - 

GENRE Folk-tales film 

Based on original Hang Nadim story 

STYLE/ 

TECHNIQUE 

Bangsawan 

COLOR Black and white 

CAMERA 

ANGLE 

Variety 

SOUND Use music background, sound effects and VO.   
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4.3 Illustration book Review 

This method used to study about character design, illustration style and colors for Hang Nadim 

animation. 

 

Figure 4.12: Disney Villain The Essential Guide 

 

Figure 4.13: Super Lollipop from POP magazine Japan 
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Figure 4.14: My Time/ Innocence from DRAGON magazine special Japan (Haruhiko Makimoto) 

 

 

Figure 4.15: Illustrator Master (edited by GOSTO) 
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4.4 Experiments 

This experiment held to identify the right software and techniques that compliment the 

researcher skill and time limit. The first experiments held using Adobe Flash CS4 while the 

second using ToonBoom 4.0 and 4.5 version. 

 

 4.4.1 Experiment 01 (Adobe Flash CS4) 

 

 

Figure 4.16: Sketch 

Figure above shows the sketch of the King Model Sheet been imported into the Flash. 
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Figure 4.16: Tracing 

Figure above shows the sketch been traced and each elements converted into Graphic mode and 

put inside the Library. 

 

Figure 4.18: Technical 

Figure above shows the tracing phase must be done by separating every joint animation technical 

purpose. 
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Figure 4.19: Technical 

Figure above shows the character eyes should have their own blinking library. 

 

Figure 4.20: Technical 

Figure above shows how to animate the character joint using Pivot Point. 
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Figure 4.21: Technical 

Figure above shows the use of Onion Skin which compatible with Light Box in traditional 

animation production. 

 

Figure 4.22: Technical 

Figure above shows the movement been create through this experiment. 
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4.4.2 Experiment 02 (ToonBoom 4.0 and 4.5) 

 

Figure 4.23: Image 

Figure above shows the image imported into ToonBoom. 

 

Figure 4.24: Tracing 

Figure above shows the image been traced separated in parts using Light Box. 
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Figure 4.25: Coloring 

Figure above shows the coloring phase for Character Color Sheets (Color Library) 

 

Figure 4.26: Coloring 

Figure above shows the coloring phase also through the same procedure as the character. 
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Figure 4.27: Animating 

Figure above shows the animating procedure using Onion Skin and Exposure Sheet. 

 

Figure 4.28: Composition Arrangement 

Figure above shows the use of Timeline to arrange the animation visual elements into the right 

positions and places. 
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Figure 4.29: Editor 

Figure above shows the use of Function Editor to do Camera Panning and control the movement 

of the butterflies. This editor got the same function like Graph Editor in 3D Maya software. 

 

Figure 4.30: Technical (Exposure Sheet) 

Figure above shows the use of Exposure Sheet (X sheet). X sheet usually use in large scale 

animation production of traditional 2D animation. It is use to construct the idea into visual 
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animation. Animator used this as their guide in terms of Action and Timing in producing line 

test. 

 

Figure 4.31: Product 

Figure above shows the final product from ToonBoom 4.0. 

4.4.3 Experiment 03 (Adobe Premiere and After Effect) 

 

Figure 4.32: Sound Editing 

Figure above shows the sound editing phase using Adobe Premiere CS4. 
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Figure 4.33: Video Composite 

Figure above shows the video composite phase using Adobe After Effect CS4. 

 

Figure 4.34: Final Compositing 

Figure above shows the visual combine with audio and effects in final compositing (post-

production) to produce final video/product. 
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CHAPTER 5 

DESIGN PROPOSAL 

 

Based on data collection from the questionnaires and other research finding an animation 

design has been proposed for 2D animation production entitles Hang Nadim. 

                 

Figure 5.1: Hang Nadim Production Pipeline 

 

5.1 Description 

 5.1.1 Title 

The name of this final animation video is Hang Nadim. 

  

Storyline  

Visual Study 

Idea Development 

Storyboard and Script 

Animatic 

Animation 

Compositing 

Final Product 

Source of story to synopsis 

Character and BG props

 
 Source of story to synopsis 

Constructing and visualization 

Camera angle, Timing and Sound 

Layout, Key Drawing and IBs 

Visual, Audio and Effects 

Re-check 

Pre-production 

Production 

Post-production 
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5.1.2 Genre 

Children animation 

“Animation for television tends to break out by age groups more than anything else” 

        (Christy Marx, 2007) 

 Marx has divided children animation into three groups which are:  

1) Kids 2-11 years old 

2) Kids 6-11 years old 

3) Twins 9-14 years old 

   

5.1.3 Target Audience  

 Target audience for this video is children around 7 to 15 years old. The 

specification for this animation video is U (Umum) in Malaysia means it is suitable for all 

range of ages. 

 

5.2 Storytelling 

5.2.1 Synopsis 

In the time when Paduka Seri Maharaja rules Temasek, there lives a genius boy called 

Hang Nadim. He loves creating and inventing stuff. One day while playing, he bumped with men 

from the palace. Then he followed the men to their destination. He saw there is a shoal of 
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Swordfish attacking fishermen at the shore.  He came up with an idea to build a fort from banana 

stems as to prevent from the attack. The idea was brilliant succeed. However people from the 

royal court unhappy with it. They are surrounded by jealousy. Back to the palace they start 

provoking Paduka Seri Maharaja to kill the boy as he may become a threat when he grown up. 

So the king unwisely make an unfairly judgment by giving order to kill the boy. Hang Nadim 

was chased and been captured in the forest while trying to escape. In the end he was thrown into 

the deep sea and the body buried there.  

 

5.2.2 Script 

HANG NADIM 

 

TEASER 

EXT. FIELD-SOMEWHERE /NIGHT 

The sky looks bright with shining stars and the full moon.  

CLOSE UP (CU) ON NADIM HEAD 

NARRATOR 

< I am here to tell a story about the unforgiving justice made by people who  

               surrounded by jealousy and greed > 

 

MAK NADIM 

< NADIM…> 

< Kemana sajalah perginya? Malam begini pun belum pulang-pulang > 
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TRUCK OUT CAMERA- Nadim wakes up…shows the TITLE on the stone. 

CUT TO BLACK-FADE to Scene 01 

 

SCENE 01 

EXT. FOREST-BAMBOO/DAY 

LONG SHOT (LS) ON THE SCENERY 

A butterfly flapping its wings while resting on the bush. Suddenly a squirrel jumping in then out 

of frame. The butterfly flew away to the right.  

CAMERA PAN DOWN 

CUT TO BLACK-FADE to Scene 02 

SCENE 02 

EXT. FIELD /DAY 

WIDE SHOT (WS)  

Nadim scrapping the bamboo stem with knife.  

NARRATOR 

< Nadim doesn’t have any other siblings. > 

CUT TO BLACK-FADE to Scene 03 

 

SCENE 03 

EXT. BAMBOO FOREST /DAY 

EXTREME CU TO BAMBOO STEM then TRUCK OUT CAMERA TO WS 

Nadim knot the rope on the bamboo. 

NARRATOR 

< He use to play alone > 

<He loves to invent > 
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CUT TO BLACK-FADE to Scene 04 

 

SCENE 04 

EXT. FIELD /DAY 

EXTREME CU TO BAMBOO STEM then TRUCK OUT CAMERA TO WS 

Nadim is sawing the bamboo. 

NARRATOR 

< That is how he fill in his loneliness. > 

CUT TO BLACK-FADE to Scene 05 

 

SCENE 05 

EXT.FOREST /DAY 

EXTREME CU TO BAMBOO STEM then TRUCK OUT CAMERA TO WS 

A funny looking squirrel stands on two feet searching for something. 

CUT TO BLACK-FADE to Scene 06 

 

SCENE 06 

EXT. FOREST /DAY 

EXTREME CU TO MUSHROOMS then TRUCK OUT CAMERA TO LS 

Nadim is setting the trap. 

CUT TO BLACK-FADE to Scene 07 

 

SCENE 07 

EXT. FOREST /DAY 

CU TO THE TRAP AND SQUIRREL INSIDE 
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The squirrel looks happy with a mango in hand. 

NARRATOR 

< While playing with his pet. > 

CUT TO BLACK-FADE to Scene 08 

 

SCENE 08 

EXT. FOREST /DAY 

LS- TRUCK IN CU TO SQUIRREL CAUGHT IN CAGE. 

The squirrel looks startled. 

 

NARRATOR 

< Nasim sees a group of men passing by. > 

CUT TO BLACK-FADE to Scene 09 

 

SCENE 09 

EXT. FOREST /DAY 

CU TO THE BUSHES then TRUCK OUT-ESTABLISMENT SHOT-PAN RIGHT 

A Blue Fairy bird flew to the right side. 

NARRATOR 

< They look in hurry. > 

< Why not following them he thought. > 

CUT TO BLACK-FADE to Scene 10 

 

SCENE 10 

EXT. FOREST /DAY 
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WS-PAN RIGHT 

Hang Nadim is walking to the left while the butterfly flew to the right. 

NARRATOR 

< Arrives. > 

CUT TO BLACK-FADE to Scene 11 

 

SCENE 11 

EXT. SEA SHORE/DAY 

WIDE SHOT ON FISH ATTACKS 

The Swordfish are attacking villagers and fishermen.  

NARRATOR 

< At the destination.> 

CUT TO BLACK-FADE to Scene12 

 

SCENE 12 

EXT. SEA SHORE/DAY 

WIDE SHOT – CAMERA PAN LEFT 

The villagers and fishermen running from the fish..  

NARRATOR 

<He sees people are hustling and bustling running from the sea shore.> 

CUT TO BLACK-FADE to Scene13 

 

SCENE 13 

EXT. SEA SHORE/DAY 

MEDIUM CLOSE UP (MCU) ON THE KING, TUN and UMBRELLA MAN 
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The King and Tun are startled by the attack. The Swordfish are still attacking villagers and 

fishermen.  

NARRATOR 

<There are also The King and his Ministers.> 

CUT TO BLACK-FADE to Scene14 

 

SCENE 13 

EXT. SEA SHORE/DAY 

POINT OF VIEW SHOT (POV) –TRUCK OUT TO LONG SHOT 

The King and Tun are listening to Hang Nadim’s plan. 

NARRATOR 

<Hang Nadim go towards the King and the Minister..> 

CUT TO BLACK-FADE to Scene14 

 

SCENE 14 

EXT. BANANA FIELD/DAY 

TRUCK IN /POINT OF VIEW SHOT (POV) –PAN UP AND DOWN/ NODDING ILLUSION 

Nadim’s hand pointed to the banana trees. 

NARRATOR 

<He tells them about the idea.> 

CUT TO BLACK-FADE to Scene15 

 

SCENE 15 

EXT. BANANA FIELD/DAY 

EXTREME CLOSE UP (ECU) ON AXE-TRUCK OUT TO MEDIUM SHOT (MS) 
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A villager cut down the tree. 

CUT TO BLACK-FADE to Scene16 

 

SCENE 16 

EXT. SEA SHORE/DAY 

TRUCK OUT TO WS 

The Swordfish snouts stuck in the banana stems fortress. 

NARRATOR 

<The fortress is a great success.> 

< The King acknowledged Nadim as his young advisor with title Orang Pandai    

  Temasek.> 

CUT TO BLACK-FADE to Scene 17 

 

SCENE 17 

EXT. PALACE/NIGHT 

POV SHOT ON TUN AND KING- TRUCK OUT TO CRANE SHOT 

Tun is talking to the king. 

NARRATOR 

<The prime minister comes up with a scandal.> 

< He provokes the king about how dangerous Nadim will be.> 

 < When he grown up.> 

CUT TO BLACK-FADE to Scene18 

 

SCENE 18 

EXT.FIELD/NIGHT 
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LONG SHOT ON NADIM AND MAK- PAN LEFT INTO FOREST 

Mak is advising Hang Nadim to run. 

NARRATOR 

<The sad mother asks her boy to run.> 

CUT TO BLACK-FADE to Scene19 

 

SCENE 19 

EXT.FOREST/DAY 

TRUCK IN-LONG SHOT 

Nadim is running for his life.(To the left) 

NARRATOR 

<The unwise King ordered his guard to catch Nadim.> 

CUT TO BLACK-FADE to Scene 20 

 

SCENE 20 

EXT.FOREST/DAY 

CLOSE UP ON NADIM 

Nadim been captured by the guard. They put spears towards the boy. 

CUT TO BLACK-FADE to Scene 21 

 

SCENE 21 

EXT.MARKET/DAY 

ESTABLISHMENT SHOT-TRUCK IN GONDOLA CAMERA 

The guard brings Nadim to the market. 

CUT TO BLACK-FADE to Scene 2 
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SCENE 22 

EXT.MARKET/DAY 

CU ON NADIM EXPRESSION-TRUCK OUT CAMERA TO LONG SHOT 

Nadim walks through the market. 

CUT TO BLACK-FADE to Scene 23 

SCENE 23 

EXT.SEA/DAY 

BIRD EYE VIEW 

The King ship sails to the open sea. 

NARRATOR 

<This is the time when Hang Nadim’s life ends.> 

CUT TO BLACK-FADE to Scene 24 

 

SCENE 24 

EXT.SEA/DAY 

BIRD EYE VIEW 

The King ship sails to the open sea. 

NARRATOR 

<Also here my story ends.> 

CUT TO BLACK- GO TO QUOTE AND CREDIT TITLE. 

 

 

 

END 
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5.2.3 Storyboard 
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Figure 5.2: Pre-production storyboard 

 This storyboard developed in purpose to present the storytelling of folk-tales 

entitle as Hang Nadim. The researcher tried to remain constant continuity in this story by giving 

intention on placement of characters and props also the movement direction. It is to avoid 

confusion to the audience. “each time a new camera angle is being shot (in the same sequence) 

the actor or presenter will have to perform any movement or action in exactly the same ways as 

he or she did in the previous shot” (Thompson 1993:48). 

 

5.3 Design Phase 

 In this phase the characters and background props visualization given fully 

intention and attention to achieve the compatibility purpose with the storyline and 

objectives. The sources are from photos transferred into illustration The proportion of 

characters anatomy been differentiate by high and head size according to their age 

(child/adult).   
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5.3.1 Main Characters 

CHARACTER Hang Nadim Sri Maharaja 

CHARACTERISTIC 1) 5-7 years old 

2) Cute and bold 

3) Genius 

4) Lonely 

1) 30-40 years old 

2) Handsome 

3) Hot temper 

4) Jealousy 

 

Figure 5.3: Character characteristic comparison chart 
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Figure 5.4: Hang Nadim Character design 
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Figure 5.5: Sri Maharaja Character design 
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5.3.2 Background Props 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.6: Sea shore BG and Props design 
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Figure 5.7: Balairung (King Chamber) BG and Props design 
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Figure 5.8: Forest BG and Props design 
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Figure 5.8: Forest BG and Props design 
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CHAPTER 6 

VALIDATION 

 

At the end of this research, an animation video titled as Hang Nadim has been displayed among 

target audience, viewers, Animation expertise to validate the effectiveness of the design. The 

video was displayed in exhibition of Cetusan Inspirasi Pelajar Tahun Akhir (CIPTA) 2012, at 

Faculty of Applied and Creative Arts, UNIMAS and also been spread trough website. 

Questionnaires have been distributed for the validation purposes which divided into two for 

expert and public. 

6.1: Expert validation finding 

 

Graph 6.1: Validation on visual design 

According to the graph above, most respondents are satisfied with the design. The highest ratings 

are the appeal of color mood in animation and the attractiveness of the visual elements in the 
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video, which shows 4.9. The compatibility of character design is 4.75. The lowest average is 

4.65 which is on the compatibility of drawing style. 

 

Graph 6.2: Validation on content 

Based on the graph 6.2, there are 3 questions on the content part are prepared to the respondents. 

The highest score is 4.7 attractions towards audience by implementation of Malay Archipelago 

elements. The second highest is the animation shows the understanding of storyline, which is 4.5. 

However, the lowest average is the story is able to get the understanding about Malay 

Archipelago elements from audience which is 4.0. 
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Graph 6.3: Validation on technical 

Based on the graph 6.3, there are 3 questions on the content part are prepared to the respondents. 

The highest score is 4.8 which compatibility of animation technique. The second highest is the 

animation shows the constant continuity has achieved in the animation, which is 4.0. However, 

the lowest average is the appliance of animation principles which is 3.0. 
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6.2: Public validation finding 

 

Graph 6.4: Validation on visual design 

According to the graph above, most respondents are satisfied with the design. The highest ratings 

are the appeal of color mood in animation and the attractiveness of the visual elements in the 

video, which shows 4.9. The compatibility of character design is 4.85. The lowest average is 4.8 

which are on the compatibility of drawing style. 
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Graph 6.5: Validation on content 

Based on the graph 6.2, there are 3 questions on the content part are prepared to the respondents. 

The highest score is 4.7 attractions towards audience by implementation of Malay Archipelago 

element and the understanding of storyline. The lowest average is the story is able to get the 

understanding about Malay Archipelago elements from audience which is 4.3. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CLAIMS 

Title 

The Implementation of Malay Archipelago Elements towards 2D Animation Production of 

Hang Nadim Story 

This is an animation video titled as Hang Nadim. The storyline in this video was adapted from 

the story of Hang Nadim “ Temasek Dilanggar Todak” but have been improvise by the 

researcher with the  purpose to make it more appeal and attractive. The concept of this animation 

design is to promote local signature by visual appearance. 

Abstract 

This research holds to implement Malay Archipelago local identity elements into Malaysia’s 2D- 

animation. Experimentation has been conducted emphasized on the character design, background 

props and storytelling. The integration of creative local contents has been given intention in 2D-

animation pre-production, production and post-production phase of Hang Nadim’s folktales. 

Technical field 

This animation video has included 2D visual elements. The design software have been used to create 

2D visual elements are ToonBoom4.0, ToonBoom4.5 and Adobe Flash. However, Adobe After 

Effects and Adobe Premiere have been used to video editing purposes. 
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Claims 

1. An animated video of Malay children Folktales icon Hang Nadim.  

2. A video consist 2D element visualization.  

3. An animation video for audience between 7 to 15 years old.  

4. An animation video like those is mentioned in claim 1, 2, and 3 entitled Hang Nadim. 

5. An animation video like those is mentioned in claim 1, 2, 3 and 4 have a main character 

named Hang Nadim.  

6. An animation video like those is mentioned in claim 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 have side characters  

 Tun and King.  

7. An animation video like those is mentioned in claim 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 was designed for  

entertainment and learning platform. 
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSION 

 

First foremost, after a year of research could be conclude here that animation is an art, a 

product, a medium of communication and an edutainment. It is not just giving benefit to the 

public specially target audience but also giving chance of collecting knowledge and improving 

skills for the creator. 

This research been hold is on purpose to promote local content through the visual inside 

the final animation video towards target audience and viewers. In the final video the creator tried 

to assimilate some moral values and cultural elements so that the video may not be just 

entertainment in the other hand giving education. 

In a way to achieve the goal to promote the Malay element which have been given 

intention in this research also to preserve and improvise Malay Folktales Hang Nadim to the 

public lots of obstacle need to be trough. The video should not just be a beautiful in appearance 

but also presenting good storytelling. The characters and environment need to be designed as 

compliment to the era of the story if not the storytelling in the animation video could be defined 

as a failure. 

After the validation state the creator identified some part of the video need to be 

improves to achieve the good final product of an animation. Most of the critics and comments 

from animation expertise are on technical aspect from 12 Animation principals such as 
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continuity of scenes, timing and direction. However in design aspect there is no serious foul, just 

lack of color continuity in several final scenes. 

Lastly, this animation design could be enhance to higher level of production and should 

not be end here. The story can be improvise and develop even further to be commercialize. 

Towards the end it may be a platform for the young age generation absorbing moral values, 

thinking creatively, solving problems and preserving the culture. This story maybe ended today 

but the story within should be explored more.   
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APPENDIX A: RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRES 

 

This questionnaire divided into four parts, which are part A, B, and C. Part A is asking about respondent 

profile; part B is asking about preference; part C is asking about audience’s opinions.  

 

The research topic is The Implementation of Malay Archipelago Elements Towards 2D 

Animation Production of Hang Nadim Story. This research is to fulfill the requirement of Bachelor 

of Design Technology with Honours in University Malaysia Sarawak. All the information is strictly 

confidential and used for educational purpose only. Please feel free to give your valuable feedback. Thank 

you so much for your cooperation. 

Instruction: Please tick （✓） on the box provided and each respondent only required choosing 1 

answer for each question.  

 

Section A: Respondent Profile  
 

1. Gender  

□ Male  □ Female  

 

2. Age  

□ 07-15 years  

□ 20-25 years  

□ 26-60 years  

 

3. Occupation 

□ School student 

□ University student (Design study) 

□ Animation expertise (educators, animators, designers) 

 

Section B: Audience Preferences 

 

4. Which color categories you prefer the most?  
□ Monochromatic  □ Variety 



  
5. Which style of the character design you prefer the most?  
□ Realistic 

 

□ Stylize 

 

□ Chibi (cute) 

 

 

6. Which vector illustration design you prefer the most?  
□ Brush line with Fill 

 

□ Solid line with Fill 



 

 

□ Brush line without 

 

 

7. Which Animation techniques/type you prefer the most?  
□ 2D computer generated 

 

□ 2D traditional 

 

□ 3D 

 



□ Paper Cutout 

 

□ Stop motion 

 

 

Section C: Opinions 

8. Did you ever heard about Hang Nadim? 
□ Yes   □ No 

 

9. If yes, where did you know about Hang Nadim story? 
□ Educational book 

□ Folk-tales (elders) 

□ Children storybook 

□ Internet 

10. If this story adapted into animation, would you be interested? 

□ Yes   □ No   □ Neutral 

 



APPENDIX B: VALIDATION QUESTIONNAIRES (PUBLIC) 

 

 

The research topic is The Implementation of Malay Archipelago Elements Towards 2D 

Animation Production of Hang Nadim Story. This research is to fulfill the requirement of 

Bachelor of Design Technology with Honours in Universiti Malaysia Sarawak. All the 

information is strictly confidential and used for educational purpose only. Please feel free to give 

your valuable feedback. Thank you so much for your cooperation. 

1 2 3 4 5 
 

Strongly disagree  

 

 

Disagree 

 

 

Neutral 

 

 

Agree 

 

 

Strongly agree 

 
Please circle the number of behind for your choice. 

 

A: VISUAL  
 

1. Compatibility of character design in the animation.      1 2 3 4 5  

2. The visual elements in this video are attractive.       1 2 3 4 5  

3. The color mood in this animation is appealing.       1 2 3 4 5  

4. Compatibility of drawing style.         1 2 3 4 5  

 

 

 

B: CONTENT  

 

1. I understand the storyline.         1 2 3 4 5  

2. The story is able to get understanding        1 2 3 4 5  

     from audience about Malay Archipelago.  

 
3. The animation is able to attract audience       1 2 3 4 5  

      By implementing Malay Archipelago elements.  



APPENDIX C: VALIDATION QUESTIONNAIRES (EXPERT) 

 

The research topic is The Implementation of Malay Archipelago Elements Towards 2D 

Animation Production of Hang Nadim Story. This research is to fulfill the requirement of 

Bachelor of Design Technology with Honours in Universiti Malaysia Sarawak. All the 

information is strictly confidential and used for educational purpose only. Please feel free to give 

your valuable feedback. Thank you so much for your cooperation. 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

Strongly disagree  

 

 

Disagree 

 

 

Neutral 

 

 

Agree 

 

 

Strongly agree 

 

Please circle the number of behind for your choice. 

 

A: VISUAL  
1. Compatibility of character design in the animation.      1 2 3 4 5  

2. The visual elements in this video are attractive.       1 2 3 4 5  

3. The color mood in this animation is appealing.       1 2 3 4 5  

4. Compatibility of drawing style.         1 2 3 4 5  

 

B: CONTENT  
1. I understand the storyline.         1 2 3 4 5  

2. The story is able to get understanding         1 2 3 4 5  

     from audience about Malay Archipelago.   

 
3. The animation is able to attract audience        1 2 3 4 5  

      by implementing Malay Archipelago elements.  

 

C: TECHNICAL  
1. This animation applies Animation Principles.                    1 2 3 4 5  

2. Compatibility of the Animation techniques used.                    1 2 3 4 5  

       

3. Constant continuity has achieved.       1 2 3 4 5  

       



APPENDIX C: VALIDATION QUESTIONNAIRES (EXPERT) 

 

The research topic is The Implementation of Malay Archipelago Elements Towards 2D 

Animation Production of Hang Nadim Story. This research is to fulfill the requirement of 

Bachelor of Design Technology with Honours in Universiti Malaysia Sarawak. All the 

information is strictly confidential and used for educational purpose only. Please feel free to give 

your valuable feedback. Thank you so much for your cooperation. 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

Strongly disagree  

 

 

Disagree 

 

 

Neutral 

 

 

Agree 

 

 

Strongly agree 

 

Please circle the number of behind for your choice. 

 

A: VISUAL  
1. Compatibility of character design in the animation.      1 2 3 4 5  

2. The visual elements in this video are attractive.       1 2 3 4 5  

3. The color mood in this animation is appealing.       1 2 3 4 5  

4. Compatibility of drawing style.         1 2 3 4 5  

 

B: CONTENT  
1. I understand the storyline.         1 2 3 4 5  

2. The story is able to get understanding         1 2 3 4 5  

     from audience about Malay Archipelago.   

 
3. The animation is able to attract audience        1 2 3 4 5  

      by implementing Malay Archipelago elements.  

 

C: TECHNICAL  
1. This animation applies Animation Principles.                    1 2 3 4 5  

2. Compatibility of the Animation techniques used.                    1 2 3 4 5  

       

3. Constant continuity has achieved.       1 2 3 4 5  

       


